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Total Store Fixture Solutions 
— Uniweb, Inc. Will Design, 
Craft, Ship, and Install
American made since 1970, Uniweb’s expertise is the design and manufacturing of 
quality, powder-coated, interchangeable fixtures, and components. Whether requiring 
retail merchandising, pharmacy fixtures, high-profile displays, or behind-the-scenes 
storage, Uniweb is the solution!

Company Background
n Strong As Steel For Over 50 Years
Uniweb’s expertise is the design and manufacturing of  quality fixtures that 
go above and beyond the basic retail and pharmacy fixtures. Whether it’s 
new construction, relocation, or a renovation, Uniweb offers a complete 
line of  solutions and dedicated designers to guide you through the process.

The basic premise of  Uniweb’s philosophy is that retailers can make 
better use of  their existing space by re-imagining their approach to 
fixturing and employing Uniweb, a more profitable high-density fixture.

The other key aspect of  Uniweb’s value is the company’s domestic 
sourcing and operations, which allow for a turnkey approach. Made in 
America means that in a matter of  weeks — as opposed to months — 
Uniweb designs, builds, ships, and installs fixtures that satisfy retailers’ 
operational requirements and help merchants achieve sales goals. Their 
factory built custom units deliver long-lasting fixtures that can easily be 
reconfigured and updated, giving your space the resources to grow as 
your sales demands change.

Product Overview
n Uniweb is the Multi-Tool of the Fixturing Industry
The ultimate beauty of  Uniweb’s craftsmanship … as your needs change, 
so can your space! Given that Uniweb is a custom manufacturer; they are 
not limited to “fixed” boxes or components. This allows for every square 
foot of  space to be fully utilized!

A sample of  our offerings includes retail merchandising, complete 
modular rooms, clean-line wall storage panels, RX fixtures, behind-the-
scenes storage, locking cabinets, and adjustable height workstations. The 
walls, counters, cabinets, shelving, and accessories provide unlimited 
expansible flexibility, while giving you the freedom to design and equip 
your space for unsurpassed utility and appearance at an affordable price. 

More Product Facings ... More Profit! It’s That Simple
Uniweb products, made in America for 50 years, ranges from general 
merchandise store fixtures to versatile RX work counters and complete 
rooms. The all-steel panels consist of  continuous horizontal channels, 
vertically spaced every inch. This allows for greater utilization of  the display 
surface and broader flexibility in merchandise placement. Product facings 
are increased by a minimum of  17% and in some cases, up to 50%! This 
extreme capitalization on space results in greater profits for retailers.

Product Specifications
n Can Uniweb manufacture a product that will give a store a face-
lift, while increasing product facings, using the same footprint and 
existing fixtures? Yes! More importantly, the panels will never rip or tear!

n Introducing Uniweb’s Retro-Fit Panel Team
•  Uniweb’s Variety Panel yields no upright interruptions; hooks can be 

placed over two panel seams! High concentration can dramatically 
increase product facings, which equals increased profit potential! 

•  The Allied Panel features a short insert hook welded directly to the 
panel, eliminating the need for insert brackets. Panels easily lock 
onto existing uprights, creating a clean, flush appearance. The panel 
can also be extended beyond the gondola height, creating additional 
merchandising space.

•  Insert Panels replace old, torn, and inefficient pegboard panels. 
Simply remove pegboard and inset snugly into existing store 
uprights, permitting the use of  existing shelving.

n But, how easy is this product to install and merchandise? Will the 
store be disrupted?

•  To Install: Simply attach the appropriate bracket then insert the 
panel into the existing upright system.

•  To Use: Hooks fit in without tilting and slide horizontally, allowing 
merchandising directly under shelves or flexibility in adjusting 
product without disturbing products.

•  To Order: Fits standard 36" or 48" uprights at 6" increment 
heights. Specify insert bracket style and length from 2" to 20". 
Finally, choose a hook style and length to meet your needs.

Markets Served
We serve grocery, drug store, pharmacy, hospital, clinic, retail, point of  
sale, and OTC.

Ordering Information
Please contact us at (800) 486-4932 or at www.uniwebinc.com to 
assist you with your shelving and equipment needs. Uniweb provides 
a wide variety of American-made shelving options and accessories.  
Their dedicated sales executive can advise you as to the utility and cost. 
What are your challenges?




